We first review the current algebra -PCAC approach to nonleptonic octet baryon 14 weak decay B → B π amplitudes. The needed four parameters are independently determined by Ω → Ξπ,ΛK and Ξ − → Σ − γ weak decays in dispersion theory tree order. We also summarize the recent chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) version of the eight independent B → B π weak ∆I = 1/2 amplitudes containing considerably more than eight low-energy weak constants in one-loop order.
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− resonances. The same pattern should also hold for hyperon nonleptonic weak decays.
II. CHIRAL, SU(3) AND ∆I = 1/2 STRUCTURE
The CA-PCAC approach employs the chiral commutator [Q + Q 5 , H w ] = 0, for a weak hamiltonian density built up from V-A currents. Then the resulting charge commutator amplitude M cc for f π ≈ 93 MeV satisfies:
where the parity-violating (pv) and parity-conserving (pc) amplitudes (between baryon spinors) are [8] M =< B π|H 
With H pc w transforming like λ 6 we invoke [9] < B |H pv w |B >= 0, along with the SU(3) structure
for the scale h 1 ≈ 22eV predicted in Sec. 4 coupled with (d/f ) w ≈ −0.811 and d w + f w = 1, the former near the fitted octet pc pole amplitude of refs. [3, 4, 10] . We list the various SU(3) scales from (3) in Appendix A. Next to separate off the rapidly varying pole amplitudes M = M P +M we follow the soft-pion method (pseudoscalar PBB coupling) and determine the (slowing varying) background M :
where M (0) = M cc from (1) and M P (0) is evaluated at the soft point p π = 0. Then the seven pv s-wave amplitudes have the leading form found from CA-PCAC using (1) and (2) :
Also the seven pc p-wave amplitudes are dominated by the rapidly varying octet pole terms [4] :
In equation (6) we employ the strong interaction PBB pseudoscalar coupling constants g πf i listed in Table I with d/f ratio [4] (d/f ) P ≈ 2.1 and (d + f ) P = 1 so that d P = 0.678, f P = 0.322. Table II 
At the quark level, the dominant W-exchange and smaller W self-energy single quark line diagrams [12] naturally transform as ∆I = 1/2, as first shown by Koerner and Pati and Woo [13] . Nevertheless our predicted hadron level amplitudes displayed in Appendix A will have the form of eqs. (7) expressed in terms of the strong coupling constants of Table I , measured baryon masses and weak hamiltonian densities as ocurring in eqs. (5) and (6) above. 
III. DECUPLET WEAK CORRECTIONS
Recall that the decuplet 33 ∆(1232) resonance plays a 30% role in low energy πN scattering and it was the origin of the Chew-Low model [14] of crossing, analyticity and unitarity, leading to dispersion relations in particle physics. For the four observed [1] strong decays ∆ → N π, Σ * → Λπ, Σπ, and Ξ * → Ξπ, the strong interaction hamiltonian density is
. This is consistent with the sign g 2 g > 0 found from photoproduction experiments and from SU (6) 
and shortly we will demonstrate in many ways that this dimensionless pv weak DB scale is [4] 
However, the similar pc weak DB scale turns out to be a factor of 2 greater [15] :
Then using soft pion or hard pion techniques combined with dispersion relations (instead using field theory spin 3/2 poles one obtains additional nonunique parameters A and Z [16] ), the resulting decuplet pole pv and pc amplitudes A 10 and B 10 have the form for
To confirm the < B|H w |D > weak scales in (9, 10) , first one extracts the h 2 scale from Ω → Ξπ data, by defining the pc and pv amplitudes as
giving
. Then CA-PCAC requires [12, 15] 
This h 2 scale is supported by the
for the coupling g
GeV . Also the GIM constituent quark model using SU(6) wave functions predicts [17] 
Given the compatibility between the pv DB scales in (15, 16, 17) we extend the latter quark model picture to estimate the pc DB scales as [15] 
for m s /m d ≈ 1.45 and a kappa mass of 850-900 MeV [18] . With hindsight, always using dispersion theory and unitarity but with pseudoscalar PBB and PDB couplings, our chiral weak V-A, CA-PCAC scheme will be renormalized in tree order and NO counterterms will be needed when the imaginary parts of the weak hyperon amplitudes are evaluated on mass shell via unitarity (as required using dispersion theory). Contrast this with axial-vector divergences used for ABB and ADB couplings (needed for the ChPT scheme) which lead to an unrenormalizable theory involving many counterterms.
IV. DETERMINING THE D/F RATIOS AND < B |H
Recall that the strong d/f ratio for axial vector couplings is known to be (d/f ) A ≈ 1.74, near the SU(6) value 1.50 and the value used for ChPT [5] [6] [7] . However for the soft pion CA-PCAC method involving pseudoscalar PBB couplings of (6) needed for the B 8 amplitudes listed in Table I , it was stressed in refs. [4] that the strong d/f ratio of (d/f ) P ≈ 2.1 is more appropriate.
Given the observed [1] fourteen s-wave and p-wave amplitude listed above in Table II , a good fit in Tables III follow  from 
predicting the pc amplitude [15] 
Assuming E in (20) to be positive and subtracting off the cc term
GeV −1 together with the small s-channel octet pole term (eq. (17a) in [15] ), the resulting u-channel octet pole amplitude has the form of the B → B π amplitudes in eq.(3) with g ΩΞ o κ − = g 2 ≈ 15.7:
Another constraint on h 1 and (d/f ) w follows from (small) Ξ − → Σ − γ weak radiative decay, since the dominant ∆I = 1/2 W-exchange quark graph then vanishes [19, 12, 15] :
The still smaller ∆I = 1/2 single quark line (SQL) s→d graph corresponds [20] [20] 
the same (d + f ) w structure as in (23) . Subtracting the decuplet s-wave combination (0.114 · 10 −6 ) from the s-wave data combination from Table II (0.233 · 10 −6 ), the still smaller cc combination in (24)leads to (for f π ≈ 93 MeV):
Combining the constraint equations (22) and (25) we find
Then we predict from (26, 27) and the < B |H pc w |B >= H B B SU(3) matrix elements of eq. (3):
from which the A cc and B 8 amplitudes listed in Appendix A and are tabulated in Tables III in the 
where g Λ Σπ ≈ 0.94 and H
pv,pc nΛ
∼ 50eV are the extensions of ref. [4] .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have summarized the up-dated CA-PCAC chiral approach to nonleptonic weak B → B π decays. Section 2 reviews the chiral, SU(3) and ∆I = 1/2 structure assuming pseudoscalar PBB couplings in the lead terms. Section 3 reviews the ∼30% decuplet corrections for both s and p wave amplitudes. Rather than search for the best fit to the seven s wave and seven p wave measured B → B π amplitudes of o − data to predict (using no free parameters) these hyperon decays in Tables III at the We contrast this simple 30 year old CA-PCAC approach (using pseudoscalar PBB couplings) with the more recent and much more complex ChPT one-loop order scheme of ref. [7] (using pseudo-vector couplings). In Table IV we display the resulting one-loop order B → B π amplitudes and their associated nonanalytic corrections [7] . As noted in refs [5] [6] [7] , ChPT appears not to account for both s and p wave amplitudes even though this approach contains more parameters than the number of amplitudes observed.
In fact in a more recent paper [22] , the authors of ref. [7] begin by stating "In our recent paper a (ChPT) calculation was performed which included all terms at one-loop order. This work suffers from the fact, however, that at this order too many new unknown LECs (low energy constants) enter the calculation so that the theory lacks predictive power." Instead in ref. [22] these authors study ChPT in tree order, but consider only In this paper we also have worked only at (dispersion theory) tree level but found that SU(3) decuplet states analogous to the ∆(1232) play a major role, as long expected. In Appendix B, we demonstrate that πN photoproduction data clearly shows that the ∆(1232) (and not the 1/2 resonances) is the dominant resonance, suggesting a similar pattern for nonleptonic weak decays.
With hindsight, other chiral theories based on QCD also lead to a reasonable picture of hyperon nonleptonic weak decays (except for the mismatch between s-and p-wave amplitudes [23] , [24] ). Yet even then the − baryon resonances play in s-waves [25] (just as we shall note in Appendix B for photoproduction chiral amplitudes).
It is worth mentioning that our approach, which succesfully describes hyperon nonleptonic decays, may be usefully applied in the hypernuclear decay calculations [26] .
In summary, using on-shell dispersion theory-unitarity techniques, the tree-level B → B π weak hyperon amplitudes listed in Apendix A involve no counterterms (as opposed to ChPT). Moreover such graphs a-priori obey (weak interaction) chiral symmetry since the current-comutator amplitudes of (5) manifestly obey the chiral relations (1) and also the octet (decuplet) pole terms satisfy the chiral relations (6) and (12), respectively. It is satisfying that this simple chiral model (involving no free parameters) predicts 14 (s-and p-wave) amplitudes which reasonably match data [1] as listed in Tables IIIab.   Table III We display all s wave and p wave amplitudes A, B contributing to eqs. (7) with masses m p , m n denoted by p, n, etc. and f π ≈ 93 MeV. The predicted weak hamiltonian matrix elements in eqs. (28) and strong couplings in Table I are always used. Both A and B are weighted by 10 −6 .
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